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Traffic in the Smart City
Exploring City-Wide Sensing for
Traffic Control Center Augmentation

Smart city technologies can provide substantial benefits that improve people’s
daily lives. Here, the authors investigate how ubiquitous traffic sensing
technologies and techniques can be incorporated with conventional traffic
control and monitoring practices in the city of Oulu, Finland. In collaboration
with the city’s traffic control center and traffic planners, they exploit inductive
magnetic sensing and Wi-Fi scanning across the city center, and develop tools
to assist traffic operators in their tasks.
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n the fields of usability and interface
design, control centers have long been
the subject of study and redesign,
often in the context of air traffic control.1 Through observation and analysis,2 researchers have typically sought
to improve or extend the practices and
systems that these operational centers
employ,3 with a particular focus on
safety and efficiency. In parallel, new
interaction and sensing technologies
have arisen that let computing move
“beyond the desktop.” As these technologies matured, researchers explored
ways to exploit them in the control center context. For instance, prior work has
explored ways to integrate augmented
reality in such a setting.4
Modern control centers are increasingly ad hoc,5 yet still manage to achieve
remarkable safety. Unlike the old days of
nuclear power plants, in which operators
received thorough training on a strict
set of tools and instruments, today’s
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c ontrol centers are much more dynamic:
operators use an array of tools, including
websites, in their day-to-day routines.5
As part of a project at the University
of Oulu, we wanted to identify ways in
which we could contribute to a control
center ecosystem using the technological
capabilities of a smart city infrastructure.
Using infrastructure technology
to capture city-scale data isn’t new.
Multiple smart city initiatives have
explored city-scale instrumentation of
major infrastructure, including energy
networks (electricity, gas, and water),
building monitoring (in terms of environmental and structural performance),
and transport (urban mobility, energy
costs, and environmental impact). Some
notable initiatives include IBM’s Smarter
Cities (www.ibm.com/smarterplanet),
the EU’s Smart Cities and Communities (www.eu-smartcities.eu), the SmartSantander project in Spain (www.
smartsantander.eu), and Korea’s Songdo
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Figure 1. Technologies for developing traffic sensing and analysis tools. We can see (a) an overview map of the Wi-Fi
network we use in this study, and (b) an excerpt map of traffic-light-controlled intersections using inductive loops.
city (www.songdo.com). In the context of urban
mobility and transport, particularly, several previous projects have considered ways to estimate
road traffic,6 determine travel patterns using cellular7 or proximity8 technologies, or a combination of these, as with the EU’s Instant Mobility
project (http://instant-mobility.com).
Most urban mobility work has been demonstrated in the context of short-lived research
projects and pilots. Monitoring city-scale traffic typically requires cooperation from local
traffic operations and planners, and most cities
already have policies and regulations in place
for monitoring and controlling urban traffic.
For example, many cities rely on dedicated traffic monitoring and control centers, either at the
local or national scale, to manage traffic and
data collection. Furthermore, the analysis of
the data collected on urban traffic and mobility could be of interest to multiple stakeholders,
including transport operators, environmental
agencies, planners, and city councils. Thus,
transitioning to smart city traffic monitoring
isn’t just a matter of technology, but involves
multiple organizations and stakeholders.
Here, we describe our collaboration over
the past two years with a traffic control center in Oulu, Finland. Rather than redesign the
practices of traffic controllers and planners,
our aim was to engage them and explore ways
in which smart city sensing and analysis techniques could become part of existing practices.
This approach has been fruitful in the past — for
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example, by incorporating GPS traces from taxi
fleets and eventually end users to generate traffic estimations.9

Technical Setup

Figure 1 shows two main types of technology
for developing novel sensing and analysis traffic tools: a free, citywide, open Wi-Fi network,
and a network of inductive loop detectors for
counting cars. The Wi-Fi network consists of
almost 1,300 access points. Coverage is dense
across the city center area and sparse in the outskirts located tens of kilometers from the center.
These Wi-Fi access points record connecting
devices’ unique IDs and the time the connection
starts and ends, then send this data to a central
server for storage in a database. This database
contains GPS coordinates for each Wi-Fi access
point, letting us identify the patterns of movement for Wi-Fi devices throughout the city. On
average, more than 30,000 unique devices use
the network each month.
The second sensor type we use are inductive
loops. These are typically installed under the
road surface, and use magnetic fields to detect
the presence of vehicles above them. They’re
configured to operate in a binary state (vehicle
present/not present), and primarily function to
dynamically adjust the traffic signal priorities
at intersections. As such, counting vehicular
traffic is a bonus. In our work, we have access
to sensors at 123 traffic light intersections.
Depending on the intersection’s size and the
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Figure 2. Screenshots from the traffic control center, showing (a) an overview of the work space; (b) the main screen wall,
used to collaboratively discuss problems and maintain group awareness; and (c) individual workstations, where operators
can focus on any camera feed and simultaneously work at a desktop environment to retrieve and analyze data.
total number of lanes, each intersection has up
to 32 individual loop detectors, with each lane
in a particular direction typically having two
or more loop detectors. In this configuration,
the sensors can identify stationary traffic waiting at traffic lights, and therefore can prioritize
the traffic light changes based on volume. Due
to technical restrictions, only aggregated data
from these induction loops is available — that
is, the data is an aggregate of vehicle detection
events over certain time periods spanning from
2 to 15 minutes depending on the intersection.
Overall, we obtained access to both downtown
area sensors (which were dense) and mainartery sensors (which were quite sparse).
Our data collection system’s architecture
relies primarily on Internet technologies. All
Wi-Fi device association events are logged by
the network’s Dynamic Host Configuration
Protocol (DHCP) server, and data is uploaded
to our data server in real time using http GET
requests. Our server pulls traffic-light sensor
data from the city’s own servers using a persistent VPN connection. The city server that
provides our data is in fact a replica server to
minimize any potential side effects that our
data collection might have on the primary traffic control server.

Traffic Control Center
and Existing Practices

Early in the process, we conducted observations, interviews, and a focus group. We engaged
with Oulu’s traffic control center (see Figure 2),
which manages day-to-day traffic, and with the
environmental agency responsible for long-term
transport planning in the city. The traffic center
24
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is a joint task force between multiple city and
national agencies, including transport operators
and the police. Its main responsibility is monitoring traffic conditions across the city in real time
and operating all associated systems. Remotecontrolled cameras installed at multiple junctions across the city provide video feeds through
which operators monitor traffic. The street and
road authorities own all software and hardware
systems. Finally, the control center coordinates
emergency response relating to traffic accidents
and adjusts traffic-light priorities to deal with
congestion.
As with other modern control centers,5
the Oulu traffic control center environment is
highly dynamic, and operators rely on various
tools and information sources to do their work.
We observed that although the city had already
installed costly loop detectors, it didn’t fully
exploit the data they provided: although they
can be used for near-real-time and historical
traffic pattern analysis, the city initially used
them to control traffic lights. The operators
mostly analyzed data from the loop detectors
using spreadsheets, both on a daily basis and for
long-term strategic decisions. Operators relied
on the visual camera feeds, as well as their own
substantial experience and intuition, to manage day-to-day traffic. City planners similarly
relied on spreadsheets to manually generate
visual artifacts to help with their analysis.
An important and frequent task for the control center is to manipulate traffic light priorities to ease congestion. During major events
such as ice-hockey games, as well as morning and evening rush hours, operators adjust
lights to respond to the traffic volume. Their
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considerable experience with this kind of
operation appears to come from two sources.
First, because this activity is frequent, operators develop a tacit understanding and intuition
about how traffic in our city responds to their
adjustments. Second, operators will discuss and
exchange ideas and experiences, thus fueling
their practice. When new congestion “phenomena” appear — for example, due to a new road
or football stadium — they will discuss ways in
which it affects traffic and eventually develop
strategies for managing it.
After our initial observations and focus
groups, we identified two ways in which ubiquitous technology could contribute. The operators’ reliance on visual feeds is shaped by those
feeds’ ephemeral nature, making it hard to discuss new phenomena and develop strategies.
Hence, we expected that new tools that “replay”
or “recreate” traffic using a representation that
can be treated as an artifact would facilitate
discussion, experimentation, and exchange
of experiences. Similarly, planners’ reliance
on cumbersome copy/paste procedures using
spreadsheet software for generating charts led
to a disconnect between asking a question and
obtaining an answer using traffic data. Hence,
we believed that a direct manipulation tool for
exploring historic and live traffic data would be
a valuable addition to the existing ecosystem.

Tool Development

Using a co-design process guided by our technology’s capabilities, and feedback from domain
experts, we iteratively designed three tools. We
developed them with both desktop and wallsized displays in mind to account for the control
center’s varying screen sizes. First, we designed
a tool for generating overview visualizations of
traffic conditions across the city, both live and
historic. The controllers’ current practices are to
visually inspect distinct feeds from numerous
cameras. The sheer number of feeds makes this
task challenging. While the cameras can provide very detailed information about situations
at particular locations, a need also existed for
a quick-glance overview of traffic conditions
across the city center; the ability to explore historic data — particularly recorded during major
events — was also necessary.
The heatmap in Figure 3a provides a quickglance overview of traffic conditions across the
city. This visualization can switch between data
NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 2013
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Figure 3. Screenshots of the tools we developed.
(a) A heatmap generated from Wi-Fi mobility
traces. The red areas indicate high activity,
whereas yellow and blue indicate less activity.
(b) A tool for defining catchment areas and
identifying where individuals detected in a
particular location go. Users can also employ
color filters (here, red circles are visitors; green
are locals). (c) A point-and-click tool enables
operators to select roads on a map and view
historical data for them.
from Wi-Fi mobility traces and inductive-loop
data, as long as the data consists of geo-located
volumes of “activity.” When the visualized
data is the number of clients connected to specific Wi-Fi access points during a particular
period, then the heatmap’s activity represents
pedestrian mobility. Conversely, visualizing the
25
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data from the loop detectors represents vehicular traffic activity. The tool lets users define
date ranges, so historic as well as real-time
views are possible.
The second tool we designed focused on
conducting live and historic catchment area
analysis. This tool was inspired by a manual
technique that urban architects use.10 It defines
locations of interest (such as the train station
or the main square) and records all patterns
of movement away from or toward that area.
Often, planners record this data manually by
shadowing pedestrians in situ, and use it to
identify how inhabitants use their city — which
paths they take, which roads they avoid, and in
general how they move through the city. This
data can give urban architects and developers insight, particularly at the planning stage,
to help them identify patterns in inhabitants’
behavior for consideration when redesigning or

Although cameras can identify individual
cars and pedestrians, they can’t track
an individual across multiple locations
and camera feeds.
rebuilding large urban areas such as train stations or parks. We designed our tool to conduct
this kind of analysis with pedestrians both in
real time and using historic data; the aim is
to explore how pedestrians arrive to or depart
from major events and central locations. As the
operators noted, although cameras can identify individual cars and pedestrians, they can’t
track an individual across multiple locations
and camera feeds. Our tool, therefore, is a first
attempt at capturing fine-grained travel information, and addresses an unfulfilled need: finegrained replay of traffic flows across the city.
Figure 3b shows the catchment area tool,
which works as follows. The operator defines
a particular area by clicking on the map, and
defines a radius for that area by dragging the
cursor. Then, the system looks at the Wi-Fi
mobility traces and identifies devices detected
at that particular location during a selected
time frame. The system then identifies for
each device the ultimate location where it
26
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was seen during the time window. The system
visualizes one or many devices as a circle, and
then animates all the circles and moves them
from the origin location (the one the operator defined) to the destination (the ultimate
location where the device was detected). This
animation effect gives the operator a visual
representation of how individuals at a particular location move, but can also highlight
large-scale patterns. For example, the tool can
show how individuals detected at the train
station move within one hour. In addition,
we’re developing various filters that operators
can use to color individual circles. Our first
filter has been used to differentiate between
residents and visitors.11 This requires an historic analysis on the mobility records for individual devices. Using a small set of heuristics,
we essentially define visitors to be devices
that have only been detected for a few days
over a period of one year. On the other hand,
devices that are more frequently detected over
long time periods are labeled as locals.
Finally, we identified the need to easily explore historic and real-time traffic patterns. Currently, operators can access such
data, but exploring it is cumbersome. Existing
tools require that operators define queries to
retrieve the data, and analysis relies on spreadsheet software. A critical shortcoming of this
approach is that operators can’t conduct geographic searches using direct manipulation,
but must copy/paste their search results into
a spreadsheet. This shortcoming also affects
planners, who are more focused on long-term
analysis and strategic long-term interventions
to the traffic network.
The third tool we developed lets operators
explore traffic data historically and geographically
(Figure 3c). It’s driven by a map containing markers for all potential data sources. Operators can
click on a particular data source — either a road
segment or a junction — and subsequently look at
the data associated with it. The tool lets operators
define a specific period, then plots dynamically
the volume of activity the data source detects during that period. The tool provides a “results log”
section at the right side of the screen. Users can
temporarily store graphs and build up a series of
them to facilitate exploration and comparison.
This means that the tool’s dynamic nature doesn’t
result in graphs disappearing when users click on
new data sources.
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Traffic Sensing: Lessons Learned

perspective in mind, we were the only ones to
raise the issue of privacy. Traffic control centers
have a long tradition of using video cameras
in public settings, an intrusive technology that
can raise eyebrows in different contexts. However, operators have developed an appropriate ethos and attitude toward this technology,
striking a balance whereby they use the technology but don’t abuse it, for example, by stalking individuals. Also, the data sources we used
had the “stamp of approval” from the local city
council, further alleviating privacy concerns.
Hence, our experience suggests that privacy
isn’t a primary concern; security is, however.
Security protocols limited which software we
could install on operators’ and analysts’ workstations, so we decided to rely on Web applications
that only require a Web browser. Furthermore,
we had to set up an elaborate security mechanism to obtain data from the inductive traffic
loops. This involved creating an identical replica

Support for Dynamic and In-Depth Use

Smart city technologies have great
potential to aid urban transport
management and analysis.

Smart city technologies have great potential to
aid urban transport management and analysis.
A crucial characteristic of these technologies is
that they can sense individual entities, such as
devices. Although many public transport authorities track their fleets in real time, this isn’t the
case for individuals’ vehicles. Such sensing is
an important advantage, and enables a range of
potential applications and analytical tools, such
as the catchment area tool. With their ability to
differentiate between individual entities, such
technologies should also be able to operate in a
real- or near-real-time fashion. Operators mostly
rely on camera feeds because of their live and
direct nature. Smart city sensing can potentially
match this realism and tacitness, so this research
direction is worth exploring. Meanwhile, our
technologies are showing operators that completely new tools are possible, given both existing and potentially new infrastructure.
Operators and analysts work in a dynamic and
ad hoc environment, with multiple tools competing for attention. As such, we didn’t design our
tools with any “official” procedure in mind, but
rather to match the setting’s dynamics. We found
that operators still rely on video feeds because,
in many ways, this technology is more trusted
and much more familiar to them. Moreover,
cameras are a favorite tool because they support quick-glance operation. Interestingly, of the
three tools we developed, the data exploration
tool (Figure 3c) has received the most encouraging response, despite our own expectations. We
initially believed that the heatmap tool’s support for quick-glance operation would make it a
success, but it turns out that its low update frequency makes it less attractive. The data exploration tool, on the other hand, provided a capability
that the existing tools didn’t support well. Thus,
our experience suggests that tools are likely to be
winners if they address two distinct types of use:
high-throughput quick-glance tools, and in-depth
analytics tools. It’s too early to judge our tools’
success or failure, but we regularly receive suggestions and ideas for improving them, mostly as
regards interface and interaction issues.

Privacy and Security
Operators’ primary concern is safety — that is,
avoiding accidents and casualties. With this
NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 2013
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of the database system, which we could access in
read-only mode through virtual private networking. This setup ensured that our research in no
way compromised the control center’s operation.
At the same time, it was a nontrivial investment
for Oulu that could be perceived as a goodwill gesture. Moreover, the city viewed it as an
investment to further utilize existing infrastructures. Specifically, the city has spent substantial
resources deploying city-wide Wi-Fi and traffic
sensor networks, so our project was an opportunity to further use these infrastructures with relatively small additional costs.

Smart Cities Are Still
on Paper, So Let Demos Shine
The smart city concept is still maturing, and
for now its principles aren’t widely understood
among the public. Explaining to traffic engineers
what smart city computing is, and how it can
help traffic management, was challenging. Once
we developed our initial demos, however, all
stakeholders quickly saw the potential. Hence, an
27
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important point we wish to make is that demos
are crucial. Discussing the possibilities for a tool
is very different from demonstrating it. In our
case, we experienced renewed engagement when
the first versions of the demos came out, and we
showed them to stakeholders. We feel that demos
provide a concrete artifact to discuss and drive
collaboration. So, we suggest that researchers
approach a potential collaboration with traffic
officials with a demo in hand. Sometimes, providing a demo without real data might be impossible, so using data stubs could be appropriate.

The New “Smart Home”?

Intelligent computing has greatly benefited from
the focus on specific use cases and scenarios
to drive research. For example, the focus on
the “smart home” let researchers identify multiple challenges and develop numerous prototypes that addressed them. This includes indoor
positioning, session transfer between devices

and screens, context inference, and intelligibility concerns. One reason the smart home setting
is appealing is that it entails a set of well-defined
requirements and can easily be replicated.
Traffic sensing has the potential to be the
next major playing field for intelligent computing researchers, for two reasons: relative
uniformity and real-world impact. First, traffic
engineering and traffic management is a mature
discipline; vehicle manufacturing is highly standardized, and, for the most part, road networks
are rather uniform across countries. These conditions suggest that technological solutions that
work in one setting are likely to be applicable
to other situations. Of course, many regions are
unique and pose interesting case studies.
Second, the intelligent computing field ethos
takes a “your noise is my data”12 approach, and
the traffic sensing domain seems to be a fertile ground in which this approach can flourish.
From our own experience, we were surprised
by the rich but underutilized data available to
the city. This was the case in our project with
the inductive loop detectors, which aren’t fully
exploited. This might occur for several reasons,
including lack of resources or expertise. Thus,
we expect that other cities might be in a similar
situation, offering researchers opportunities to
engage with officials. Smart city computing in
a traffic sensing context can genuinely affect
people’s daily lives by moving beyond toy demonstrations: traffic management systems and
28
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organizations are vehicles for ubiquitous computing technology to have real-world impact.

W

e feel that it’s crucial for traffic operators
and other stakeholders to experience firsthand the benefits that smart city technologies
can bring — for example, by using tools and
demos similar to those we present here. The
road to deploying citywide ubiquitous sensing
infrastructure can be challenging: it involves
a substantial investment, so some stakeholders
might be resistant. Having the support of traffic controllers and analysts is a big first step in
enabling wide technological deployment.
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